Significant progress in the molecular investigation of endogenous bioelectric signals during pattern formation in growing tissues has been enabled by recently developed techniques. Ion flows and voltage gradients produced by ion channels and pumps are key regulators of cell proliferation, migration, and differentiation. Now, instructive roles for bioelectrical gradients in embryogenesis, regeneration, and neoplasm are being revealed through the use of fluorescent voltage reporters and functional experiments using well-characterized channel mutants. Transmembrane voltage gradients (V mem ) determine anatomical polarity and function as master regulators during appendage regeneration and embryonic leftright patterning. A state-of-the-art recent study reveals that they can also serve as prepatterns for gene expression domains during craniofacial patterning. Continued development of novel tools and better ways to think about physical controls of cell-cell interactions will lead to mastery of the morphogenetic information stored in physiological networks. This will enable fundamental advances in basic understanding of growth and form, as well as transformative biomedical applications in regenerative medicine.
Introduction
Embryonic patterning, regenerative repair, and suppression of cancerous disorganization all require continuous signal exchange among cells, tissues, and organ systems within the body. Alongside well-known biochemical signals exists an important and fascinating system of bioelectrical communication. These signals are mediated by endogenous ion flows, electric fields, and voltage gradients that ultimately derive from the action of ion channels and pumps. Information-bearing biophysical changes are generated, and likely received, by all cells. They are distinct from those produced by excitable nerve and muscle (occurring on time scales much slower than the more familiar action potentialsminutes to days, not milliseconds), and involve receptor mechanisms different from those mediating effects of environmental electromagnetic field exposure. Comprehensive reviews have covered the progress made on the molecular mechanisms of electric field-based guidance of cell motility and orientation in the context of wound healing [1] [2] [3] , and the fields produced by epithelia [4] , implicating Rho, b-adrenergic receptors, and PI(3)Kg-dependent pathways. Here, I focus on gradients of resting electric potential across plasma membranes of individual cells (V mem ) in vivo, as exciting recent development of new tools has generated data revealing bioelectric potentials as an important regulator of patterning information during embryogenesis and regeneration, and as a tractable control point for biomedical intervention.
Classical studies using electrophysiology long ago demonstrated that endogenous electric fields and ion currents carry important instructive information guiding limb regeneration [5] , tail development [6] , cell migration and orientation through the embryo [7] , oogenesis [8] , and coordination of morphogen-esis with histological differentiation [9] in amphibian, avian, and invertebrate model systems. Likewise, V mem was suggested to be a key parameter mediating proliferation control, differentiation state, and neoplastic transformation [10, 11] in a wide range of cell types (Fig. 1) . As molecular genetics exploded onto the scene, the continued impact of this body of work was limited by the difficulties inherent in studying a fundamentally biophysical property using methods and protocols best suited for biochemical and genetic processes. However, the recent development of state-of-the-art molecular tools has reinvigorated this field, uncovering new roles in patterning pathways. Most importantly, electric signals have now become mechanistically integrated with biochemical pathways, as studies reveal the molecular identities of the sources of ion flows in vivo as well as the downstream genetic effector cascades that ionic signaling initiates in its control of cell interactions [3, 12] . A recent study discovered a new pathway in craniofacial patterning, revealing how the activity of a proton pump produces gradients that regionalize gene expression and morphogenesis in Xenopus laevis embryos [13] . These elegant experiments are no doubt only a taste of what is to come, as the last few years have seen development of powerful approaches that reveal the importance of bioelectricity for understanding endogenous controls of growth and form, and as a potential target of biomedical interventions in regulation of cell behavior.
State-of-the-art tools for the characterization of bioelectrical signals
The field of molecular bioelectricity seeks to understand how ionic signaling participates in the orchestration of cell behaviors into the patterning needs of a host organism. Much data now indicate that specific physiological gradients underlie instructive signals in cell regulation. Thus, it is necessary to understand how patterning cues are encoded in biophysical events generated and perceived by cells and tissues during embryogenesis, regeneration, and tumor suppression. The first step to understanding the information carried by ion flows is the characterization of the spatio-temporal distributions of bioelectrical parameters in vivo and determination of how they correlate with anatomical and genetic patterning events. Much like the expression of signaling genes at key points of development (e.g. eye field specification, limb induction, etc.) Figure 1 . Control of cell state by transmembrane potential. A sample of physiological measurements of various cell types (modified from [108] ) reveals that quiescent, terminally differentiated cells tend to be strongly polarized, while more plastic cell types (stem cells, embryonic cells, and cancer cells) tend to be relatively depolarized. Interestingly, the liver's V mem (abnormally low for an adult differentiated tissue) groups it with the morphogenetically labile cells, consistent with its remarkable regenerative potential. The relationship between V mem and plasticity is a functional one; for example mature neurons can be induced to re-enter the cell cycle by forced depolarization [109] .
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Prospects & Overviews .... reveals their involvement in driving patterning changes, correlations between alterations in ion flows/V mem gradients are often the first entrypoint to the discovery of novel biophysically controlled events. However, unlike mRNA and protein levels revealed by in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry, physiological properties cannot be studied in fixed samples: reporters in the living state must be used ( Fig. 2A-C) . Fortunately, voltage gradients can now be visualized in 3D timelapse, using fluorescent reporters of transmembrane potential (see Box 1) .
In addition to transmembrane voltage potentials, individual ion species such as protons [14] and sodium [15] can readily be imaged in living tissues, and their flux detected non-invasively by extracellular self-referencing ion-selective probes [16, 17] . Physiological modeling of ion flows and their resulting voltage gradients (Fig. 3) feeds the computational integration of biophysical, genetic, and anatomical data. As with expression atlases for key regulatory genes, building a map of the physiological gradients is a fundamental aspect of comprehensive understanding of any complex patterning system. Thus, molecular-level detection of ion flows and their resulting voltage gradients, as well as computational integration of physiological and anatomical data (Fig. 2) , reveals and explains the boundaries of physiological domains within tissues, identifies which ion concentration gradients contribute to voltage changes, and allows correlations of alterations in bioelectric properties with subsequent changes in cell behavior in situ.
Molecular-level techniques for functionally probing biophysical controls
Ascertaining instructive roles for bioelectric events, however, requires that changes in V mem be inducible on demand in vivo, in a spatio-temporally controlled manner, to link these to celland tissue-level outcomes, as is routinely done in knockdown and overexpression experiments for biochemical signals. A variety of reagents and protocols (Box 1) are now available for perturbing V mem in vivo. Loss-of-function experiments are done by inhibiting a specific channel or pump that underlies a given ion flow; for example if a patch of cells is found to be more strongly polarized than their neighbors, pharmacological, or genetic knockdown of the relevant ion translocator can be used to determine whether this regionalized V mem state is functionally important for the cell group's subsequent developmental activities. How does one know which ion channels or pumps should be targeted to abolish an observed ion flux or voltage gradient? The endogenous targets for such experiments can be identified by inexpensive and rapid pharmacological screens (chemical genetics) [18] . The phenotypic outcomes of targeted inhibition of specific native ion translocator proteins shed light on endogenous roles of ion transport events within any given developmental or regenerative context. The converse -a gain-of-function experiment can be performed by misexpressing a well-characterized ion channel or pump in specific cells to force a desired V mem change (Box 1) and observe induced changes in cell behavior and large-scale patterning.
One example of the convergence of such techniques is illustrated by the discovery of a set of cells in the frog embryo potential levels (blue, hyperpolarized; red, depolarized) in vivo, as well as domains of differential V mem levels around a single blastomere's surface (compare the side indicated by the yellow arrowhead with the one indicated by the red arrowhead). B: Gradients of transmembrane potential demarcate important tissue domains, such as the depolarized region shortly after tail amputation in Xenopus laevis tadpoles (blue arrowhead), which will give rise to the regeneration bud, and can reveal non-regenerative conditions when the appropriate physiological state had not been achieved, or was experimentally blocked (yellow arrowhead). Panel B is used with permission from CRC Press, taken after a figure in: Levin, M., ''Endogenous Bioelectric Signals as Morphogenetic Controls of Development, Regeneration, and Neoplasm'', in The Physiology of Bioelectricity in Development, Tissue Regeneration, and Cancer, C. Pullar ed., CRC Press. C: Isopotential cell fields can also demarcate subtle prepatterns existing in tissues, such as the hyperpolarized domains (red arrowheads) that presage the expression of regulatory genes such as Frizzled during frog embryo craniofacial development [13] . It is necessary to gain a quantitative understanding of the bioelectric code -to map out the linkage between physiological state with cell behavior outcomes, as a prelude to a full understanding of how three-dimensional patterning information is stored in physiological properties of tissue. Panel C is used with permission of John Wiley & Sons, after an image in ref. [13] . D: One hypothesis is that cell types (e.g. proliferative, neoplastic, or undifferentiated) cluster in a multidimensional state space in which each axis defines the value of a physiological parameter. Additional axes (not shown) could include levels of other ions (chloride and potassium), nuclear membrane potential, cell surface charge (zeta potentials), etc. Once appropriate data are gathered, cells could be moved from their current state to a desired state by pharmacological and molecular-genetic changes shifting them along each axis, toward a different ensemble within the state space as needed for a given biomedical application.
....Pr ospects & Overviews M. Levin with unique signaling properties that reveal a novel environmental factor that can confer a neoplastic-like phenotype upon stem cell derivatives [19] . An expression analysis revealed a widely distributed, sparse population of cells expressing a glycine-gated chloride channel (GlyCl). By exposing embryos to the specific GlyCl channel activator ivermectin, and controlling the extracellular levels of chloride, the membrane potential of these specific cells could be set to any
Box 1 Tools for dissecting bioelectrical signals
Voltage gradients can now be visualized continuously, in situ, using fluorescent reporters of transmembrane potential -a significant improvement on physiological impalement of single cells (far less invasive, and able to report multiple V mem values within cell membrane domains). Reagents include cell-permeant dyes such as CC2-DMPE and DiSBAC 2 (3) [75] [76] [77] and genetically encoded protein reporters [78, 79] . While many of these reagents have been optimized for rapid (neuronal) electrical signals [80] , they are adaptable to the slower dynamics of patterning events because of their modular nature. A voltagesensing domain long known to occur in voltage-sensitive ion channels was recently discovered in non-channel proteins such as Ci-VSP [81] . When its cytosolic phosphatase domain was replaced with a FRET pair, a versatile genetically encoded voltage sensor was created that can be expressed under any promoter. Optimization produced FRET-based proteins with better plasma membrane targeting, red-shifted fluorescence (for better spectral separation from endogenous autofluorescence and better penetration of longer-wavelength light), for example VSFP2.3 [82] . In addition to transmembrane voltage potentials, individual ion species such as protons [14] and sodium [15] can readily be imaged in living tissues, and their flux detected non-invasively by extracellular self-referencing ion-selective probes [16, 17] . These quantitative data are analyzed by differential equations [83] , particle tracking simulations [84] , and novel object-oriented software tools for physiological modeling [85] , to reveal the complex dynamic behavior and selfgenerated order of biophysical gradients.
A crucial component of characterizing bioelectrical properties is the ability to specifically perturb ionic signaling in patterning systems. Direct application of electric fields is a technique often used to study cell responses to physiological-strength electric signals in vitro; however, the complex impedance of living tissues makes it difficult to control the resulting V mem changes when applied in vivo. Fortunately, a number of molecular-genetic loss-and gain-of-function strategies have become available for probing bioelectrical signals' roles in cell interactions. Highly targeted gain-of-function experiments, such as the misexpression of a K þ channel or P-type proton pump to hyperpolarize cells, can now be performed using wellcharacterized ion transporter proteins to induce predictable changes in ion content and transmembrane potential in specific cells; such plasmids, derived for example from the work of gut and kidney physiologists, form a rich toolkit for molecular investigations of bioelectricity. Misexpression of the P-type (single protein) proton pump was recently shown to be sufficient to induce regeneration of the tadpole tail when the native V-ATPase (a 13-subunit H þ pump complex, normally required for regenerative response) had been inhibited [46] . This illustrates an important principle: hyperpolarization produced by the pump activity was the crucial factor for initiating tail regeneration, not the specific structure or sequence of the gene product. While genetic perturbation has the highest potential for high-resolution information about bioelectric patterning control, the uncertainties of gene therapy require that pharmacological techniques also be developed for use in biomedical strategies [70] . One recent example is the design of a sodium ionophore cocktail, which induced full regeneration of the tadpole tail (a complex neuromuscular appendage including spinal cord) in a range of nonregenerative conditions after just one hour of exposure [15] .
One highly promising technology for achieving tight spatio-temporal control of V mem is the relatively young field of optogenetics [86] [87] [88] . By misexpressing optically gated ion channels such as Channelrhodopsin, cells can be depolarized by exposure to blue light. Similarly, variants of Halorhodopsin can be expressed in cells to depolarize them upon exposure to yellow wavelengths. A large number of light-gated ion transporter mutants have now been characterized, to improve sensitivity, response times, and expression levels. Currently, these reagents are optimized for neurons, using very rapidly inactivating channels to allow experimental induction of action potentials and thus control whole animal behavior with light pulses at appropriate times. By optimizing channel and pump variants for expression in non-excitable cells, and extending the open times for the existing step-function opsins (channels that remain open for seconds, following a brief exposure to light stimulus), such proteins could be made to regulate resting V mem in any cell of interest. Indeed, transgenic animals expressing optogenetic proteins have been made in tractable model systems such as zebrafish [89] and mouse [90] , although they are largely restricted to neural promoters. Several labs are now working to create transgenic X. laevis lines in which any cell or tissue of interest will express voltage reporter proteins or light-sensitive hyperpolarizing/depolarizing channels, allowing immediate access to bioelectrical experiments in cell, developmental, or regenerative biology. A promising new approach (an alternative to genetic misexpression of exogenous lightsensitive proteins) confers photoregulation upon existing (native) potassium channels [91, 92] . Such chemical strategies are ideal for probing endogenous channel roles, and for biomedical applications to bioelectrically control growth without the need for transgenesis. Together, biochemical, physiological, and genetic approaches are converging to provide a powerful set of methodologies for functionally probing the roles of ion flow in vivo.
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Prospects & Overviews .... desired level (and confirmed with voltage-reporting fluorescent dyes). When depolarized, these ''instructor cells'' signal, at significant distance (non-cell-autonomously), to melanocytes -pigment cell derivatives of the neural crest [20] . The melanocytes then acquire three properties commonly associated with metastasis: they hyper-proliferate, change to a highly dendritic morphology, and invade tissues throughout the animal (such as blood vessels, gut, and neural tube) in a matrix metalloprotease-dependent manner. How can it be determined whether the signaling by these instructor cells is driven by voltage change per se, and not a mechanism specific to GlyCl protein or chloride levels?
The same phenotype was obtained with the native ligand of GlyCl (glycine), ruling out off-target effects of ivermectin. The phenotype could be turned on or off by modulating extracellular chloride levels, precisely as predicted by the Goldman Equation, ruling out ion-independent roles of GlyCl protein. Misexpression of mRNAs encoding sodium, potassium, or proton translocators could also phenocopy the highly specific change in melanocyte behavior induced by efflux of chloride, demonstrating that the effect is truly voltage-based and independent of any specific ion or channel protein. Moreover, the effect of GlyCl opening in the presence of low extracellular chloride could be rescued by preexpressing a hyperpolarizing potassium channel in the exposed embryos. The downstream mechanisms of voltage control of melanocytes were found to involve regulation of serotonin efflux by depolarization in the instructor cells (which, interestingly, is also the mechanism linking voltage gradients to asymmetric gene expression during embryonic left-right patterning [21] ). Together, these strategies offer a blueprint for dissecting the source and mechanism of a candidate bioelectrical mechanism. It is likely that screens targeting additional channels and pumps expressed by other, as yet unknown cell subpopulations, may reveal novel regulatory interactions, which can be likewise dissected using the available molecular physiological reagents.
Bioelectric signals control cell behavior
Large-scale pattern derives from an orchestration of individual cell activities; what aspects of cell behaviors are controlled by bioelectric cues? Recent work has revealed mechanisms underlying growth cone pathfinding and cell orientation [22, 23] guided by endogenous electric fields [24] [25] [26] . A particularly thorough combination of biochemistry, transgenic mouse technology, and electric field perturbation [27] dissected the mechanisms of electrotaxis showing that mammalian wound healing requires cells to sense endogenous fields (generated by transepithelial potential) by a PTEN-and PI(3)K-g-dependent pathway. Cell differentiation is also controlled by changes in V mem , as has been shown in human mesenchymal stem cells [28] , embryonic stem cells [29] , myoblasts (in which the Kir2.1 channel plays a crucial role) [30, 31] , the specification of neurotransmitter types [32] , and the control of precursor A framework for modeling bioelectrical signaling. A comprehensive model synthesizing bioelectrical and genetic pathway elements must integrate physiological descriptions of the ion channels and pumps expressed in cells into a quantitative picture of the voltage gradients, their effects on movement of small signaling molecules through gap junctions and membrane transporters, and ultimately effects on second messenger pathways and transcriptional responses. Here is shown a representative system (motivated by current models of early leftright patterning of frog embryos; the schematic was modified after Fig. 7B of [110] and used here with permission of Karger, Basel, drawn by Junji Morokuma). Differential expression and function of well-characterized channels and pumps (e.g. V-ATPase, KCNQ1, and K atp ) form circuits that establish distinct V mem levels in different cells; this process can be mathematically modeled (as has been done for kidney, lens, and inner ear tissues) based on the known physiological properties of the translocators involved. The resulting voltage gradients gate gap junction connectivity states between adjacent cells, as well as exert electromotive force that regulates the movement of small signaling molecules (e.g. 5HT serotonin). This movement can be simulated using particle-tracking or differential equations. The resulting morphogen gradients can activate transcriptional changes, setting up prepatterns of gene expression that mirror the earlier voltage gradients, regionalizing tissues and closing the link between bioelectric events and specification of anatomy. [33] [34] [35] in the developing nervous system and heart. Given the known roles of V mem in regulating migration, differentiation, and proliferation, it is not surprising that control of ion flux [36, 37] and membrane voltage [19, 20] are being increasingly implicated in cancer (Table 1) . Interestingly, electric cues can overcome competing biochemical signals; for example depolarization trumps the induction of differentiation by insulin þ dexamethasone in human mesenchymal stem cells [28] , while physiological-strength electric fields override opposing chemical trophic factors, contact inhibition release, and population pressure [2] .
The differential activation of voltage-responsive transduction mechanisms on opposite sides of a cell allows bioelectric signals to regulate cell polarity. This was long ago suggested for the alga Fucus [38] , and has been recently shown using high-resolution imaging and genetic techniques in yeast [39] and pollen tubes [40, 41] . This work establishes proof-ofprinciple for comprehensive quantitative profiling of extracellular flux and intracellular ion concentrations of protons and calcium in a genetically tractable model system to understand the biophysics of anatomical polarity.
How do changes in membrane potential alter cell behavior?
A fundamentally physical event such as ion flow or potential change needs to be transduced into changes of gene expression. While rapid action potentials function through voltage-gated calcium channels or proteins such as CREB to shape nervous system development, several distinct mechanisms convert slow changes in resting V mem levels into second-messenger cascades in non-excitable cells that ultimately drive transcriptional responses to biophysical cues (reviewed in detail in [42] ). These include: electrophoretic pulling of small signaling molecules through gap junctional paths between cells, voltagebased regulation of membrane transporters of signaling molecules like calcium and various neurotransmitters, voltagedriven changes in conformational structure of integrin proteins, and electrophoretic separation or clustering of protein complex subunits within the plane of the cell membrane. One particularly interesting mechanism downstream of V mem involves voltagesensitive phosphatases that hydrolyze phosphoinositides upon depolarization of membrane potential [43] . By allowing voltage changes to reversibly switch enzymatic activity of the tumor suppressor PTEN, these modular proteins illustrate another way in which electrical activity can be transduced into an important and well-studied biochemical signal.
Bioelectric cues are increasingly being found to be an important regulator of cell behavior, controlling cell number (proliferation and apoptosis), position (migration and orientation), and identity (differentiation trajectory). Recent confluence of genetic, biophysical, and molecular-physiological analysis has highlighted a continuous path from the upstream sources of ion flows, to the physiological gradients that are produced by cells, and ultimately to the machinery by which cells sense changes in their V mem : powerful secondary messenger pathways establishing changes in gene expression in cells as a result of potential changes induced intrinsically or via their neighbors.
Gradients of transmembrane potential serve as instructive patterning cues
Perhaps the most interesting role for bioelectric signals is during complex pattern regulation. One of the remarkable findings over the last ten years has been that these cues are distinct from the metabolic gradients proposed by Child [44] , since it is readily possible to dissociate the housekeeping functions of bioelectric gradients from more subtle, instructive roles. How can a fundamental cellular parameter be used to carry patterning information, when significant changes in V mem might be expected to disrupt cell viability and metabolism? Much as engineers use modulation to transmit information on top of a carrier wave, V mem gradients control tissue-and organlevel patterning in addition to providing baseline polarization needed for cell health. Indeed, it has now been repeatedly observed that artificial perturbation of V mem usually results not in toxicity, death, or uninterruptible dysmorphias, but in specific, coherent changes of large-scale patterning [19, 45, 46] .
Ion flows and the resulting V mem changes are components of long-range conversations that orchestrate cellular activities during embryonic development, regeneration, and morphostatic tumor suppression. Bioelectric gradients mediate patterning decisions via a number of mechanisms. They can regulate the transport of diffusible signaling molecules in and out of cells (as occurs for the electrophoretic transport of maternal serotonin among early embryonic blastomeres during left-right patterning [21] ), or cause the release of diffusible secondary messengers from specific cells [19] . V mem changes in adjacent cells can propagate over long distances via conventional gap junctional paths [47] or through the more exotic nanotubes -narrow cytoplasmic structures with gap junction at their base that can conduct electrical signals between cells as a kind of nanowire [48] . These cell-autonomous and long-range signaling mechanisms allow bioelectrical gradients to carry patterning information in several different modes.
First, transmembrane potential levels can regulate differentiation of cells, and appears to specify tissue identity at the level of cell groups, such as the recent discovery that hyperpolarization to a specific V mem range is not only responsible for regionalization of the native eye field (forming a feedback loop with Pax6 to 
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Prospects & Overviews .... define eye precursor cells) but is also able to induce complete ectopic eyes in locations far from the anterior neurectoderm [49] . Anterior neural tissues were previously thought to be the only ones capable of achieving an eye fate in vertebrate embryos. These data underscore the importance of biophysical gradients in determining organ field boundaries and reveal that the fate restrictions defined by competence to respond to biochemical signals may not be absolute. Artificial control of V mem level was able to turn many ventral and caudal tissues toward an eye fate; this does not occur with the canonical ''master eye gene'' Pax6, illustrating that inclusion of biophysical regulators might significantly expand our understanding of competency maps and the possible lineage relationships between different cell types. Second, specific V mem changes control large-scale axial (anatomical) polarity, in systems such as head-tail decisions for blastemas during planarian regeneration [45] , left-right axis orientation in embryogenesis [50] , and base-tip polarity in pollen tube outgrowth [40, 41] . Third, changes in voltage and ion content can provide master-regulator-like triggers (Fig. 2B ) that initiate complete, highly orchestrated, and selflimiting downstream patterning cascades in tissues. An example of the latter is the induction of complete tadpole tail regeneration -the construction of a complex appendage containing spinal cord, muscle, vasculature, and other tissues, kickstarted by a simple repolarization of the tissues under the wound epithelium [15, 46] . Lastly, V mem patterns across underlying tissues carry positional information used to guide migratory cells [7] and directly establish molecular regionalization boundaries.
Bioelectrical prepatterns underlie molecular and anatomical regionalization
Over 50 years ago it was observed that spatial patterns of bioelectric parameters (e.g. voltage difference between specific locations) quantitatively predicted anatomical features developing at much later timepoints, and thus might control morphogenesis as a kind of subtle scaffold or information-bearing prepattern [51, 52] . However, only recently has it become possible to probe the instructive nature of such physiological gradients with molecular resolution. A landmark paper [13] characterized, in real-time, the bioelectric properties of a highly dynamic morphogenetic event: the formation of the amphibian face. Using voltage-reporter dyes and timelapse microscopy, a non-invasive map was made of the many dynamic changes occurring at this time. A single frame of the movie 1 is shown in Fig. 2C , revealing a rich regionalization of voltage gradient that demarcates interior of the neural tube, the future mouth, and thin bilateral crescents on the edge of the face (red arrowheads) that mark the position of the first pharyngeal pouch. Several of these bioelectrically unique regions match the expression patterns of key genes that regulate differentiation and migration of tissues in the face. Using a combination of loss-and gain-of-function mutant constructs to perturb pH and transmembrane potential in the embryonic face in vivo, it was shown that these gradients are natively driven by differences in the activity of the V-ATPase proton pump; the resulting hyperpolarization occurs in three distinct waves and pharmacological experiments allowed a dissection of the timing of action of each component. Artificially perturbing the pattern of the voltage domains results in changes in the expression of important patterning genes such as Sox9, Slug, Pax8, Mitf, Frizzled3, and Otx2 and in subsequent characteristic defects in the morphology of craniofacial structures. This rich spatiotemporal profiling of native physiology, combined with detailed characterization of anatomical and molecular-genetic perturbation of the boundaries of the hyperpolarization domains, is a superb example of physiology serving as a subtle prepattern for regions of gene expression, much as transcriptional domains act as prepatterns for subsequent anatomy. Future efforts will involve developing methods for very precise spatio-temporal control of V mem , using the derived model to repair craniofacial defects induced by genetic and mechanical means, as well as screening and subsequent functional characterization of the other embryonic voltage patterns observed but not dissected in this study.
Current gaps in knowledge
We are just beginning to scratch the surface of the bioelectric code -the mapping between voltage properties and patterning outcomes, akin to the genetic, epigenetic, and perhaps other codes remaining to be discovered. One testable, quantitative hypothesis (Fig. 2D) is that cells sharing important properties (e.g. proliferative, neoplastic or undifferentiated) cluster in a multi-dimensional state space in which each axis defines the value of a physiological parameter. Additional axes of such a state space could include levels of other ions (chloride and potassium), nuclear membrane potential, cell surface charge (zeta potentials), and other biophysical properties. If true, such a quantitative model would mean that cells could be moved toward a different ensemble within the state space by selecting an appropriate genetic or pharmacological reagent that will serve to move cells from their current state into a desired state. While largely focused on cell-autonomous responses (neglecting long-range and tissue-level control mechanisms), construction of such a model would go far toward predictive control of cell behavior by biophysical modulation.
However, a tremendous amount of physiomic profiling data must be gathered -large numbers of cells in various states, from different tissues and model species, need to be analyzed quantitatively. The maintenance and mining of such deep physiological datasets will require extensions of the databases and algorithms currently used to integrate genetic profiling and developmental atlases. Moreover, open questions remain about the exact nature of the key bioelectric properties that determine growth and form. Is the plasma membrane gradient the primary factor, or do intracellular organelles' gradients, such as the nuclear envelope potential [53, 54] , play a role in regulating cell behavior during complex pattern formation? Decades of electrophysiology drove the notion of a single V mem for a cell; however, this is an artifact of using a single electrode for measurement, and cells can contain huge numbers of domains as small as 1 The movie can be seen at: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/store/ 10.1002/dvdy.22685/asset/supinfo/DVDY_22685_sm_suppmovie1. mov?v=1&s=7d3942fe58d66be278851bb86c2601470dde9f5b. [55, 56] with distinct voltage gradients. Is information for neighboring cells (and for intracellular processes) encoded and processed in this enormous manifold present on each cell's surface [57] ? Molecular tools for individually manipulating such domains within single cells, and computational approaches (such as cellular automata theory [58] ) to truly understand the complex dynamics of voltage gradients on the ''grid'' surface of cells will be crucial to understand the mechanisms supporting distinct voltages within a cell's membrane and testing their importance for the orchestration of cell behavior in vivo.
Order can be generated at the level of physiology, not only by changes in protein/ mRNA levels A crucial shift is occurring in the field's thinking about how physiological properties underlie patterning, somewhat paralleling the lessons learned about redundancy and robustness in chemical networks. Bioelectrical states are an important source of non-genetic heterogeneity [59] . As with calcium fertilization waves or action potentials traveling down axons, spatially patterned heterogeneities (of V mem and gap junction-mediated connectivity) can be generated across a tissue of identical cells without changes in mRNA or protein levels. Cells expressing exactly the same voltage-regulated gap junctional proteins and ion channels/pumps can be in very different physiological states depending on which ion translocators are open or closed. This virtually guarantees that profiling at the mRNA or protein level gives a very incomplete picture of the information stored in collections of ''pure'' [60] populations of isolated cells or cell groups expressing the same genes.
Thus, profiling must include bioelectrical parameters. Acquiring the necessary physiomic data will be facilitated by the development of voltage reporters with robust cell membrane localization, better dynamic range, ratiometric properties, and a lack of effects on native V mem [61, 62] together with quantitative calibration protocols. These datasets can be mined for new hypotheses about the relationships between biophysical properties and morphogenetic outcomes. Conversely, direct discovery of new roles for ionic signals will be augmented by future screens that overcome the problem of ion channel compensation and redundancy. In addition to traditional single gene knockouts, which rarely reveal V mem roles due to the many channels and pumps that contribute to resting potential, screens involving knock-ins of dominant negatives, and the use of pharmacological screens [18, 63] , should be applied to tractable model systems to identify new bioelectrical targets for patterning roles.
An exciting area for future discoveries involves the selforganizing capabilities of fields of cells that are able to generate and respond to transmembrane potential changes. The physics of ion flows and the post-translational gating of channels and pumps imply that differences in cells' properties (spatio-temporal order) can arise at the level of physiology, from the interplay of gap junctions and ion channels that not only regulate ion flow but are themselves gated by voltage and pH. Positive and negative feedback loops (e.g. implemented by voltage-sensitive potassium channels) can drive complex physiological dynamics via the amplification of very small initial state differences into stable cell states that differ across an anatomically and genetically homogenous cell sheet as cells regulate their own V mem and spread this information to their neighbors. For example self-generated (Turing-Child) wave fronts and patterns of multicellular compartments (such as those driving somitogenesis and skin pigmentation patterns) can be formed from bioelectrical circuits, as they can from coupled chemical reaction-diffusion systems.
As cells' transmembrane potentials vary in space and time, driven by the regulation of ion translocators, cell groups will occupy stable or oscillating V mem ranges -attractors in physiological state space. Such attractors necessarily store and reveal information about the cell's history and predicted future behavior. As in neuronal networks, systems of ion channels in non-excitable cells can implement memory or multi-state switches by allowing cells to be placed into two distinct resting V mem values [64] [65] [66] . For the purpose of making targeted changes in cell behavior in biomedical contexts, and for the bioengineering of hybrid synthetic biology devices, it will be crucial to be able to predict and control the real-time behavior of electrical dynamics in cell sheets and 3D organs. Quantitative data on V mem and the use of dynamical systems theory will be needed to fully understand the self-organizing properties of such networks. Interestingly, a successful precedent exists for understanding and exploiting systems in which information is encoded as persistent (standing) voltage gradients: the flipflop circuit -a simple kind of computer memory, stores one bit of state information within a persistent voltage gradient, which can be reversibly altered (written) or measured (read) by external gradients applied to the circuit. Electrically coupled cells whose voltage is a function of dynamically regulated channels can readily conduct dynamic, persistent ion flows in one of several discrete states, thus implementing a module that may allow non-excitable cells to support computational behavior normally associated with neural networks.
What is the right way to think about the genetic basis for bioelectrical signals?
The genes encoding ion channels are paramount, because they produce the gradients that determine downstream cell behaviors (and are thus an important foundation for mechanistically understanding the source of any bioelectrical event; Fig. 4 ). At the same time, the specific genes are largely irrelevant when searching for the necessary and sufficient factor causing a specific phenotype. In traditional genetic pathways, a single growth factor can be associated with a particular change of cell phenotype -a mapping of gene to phenotype that is the cornerstone of many screening and pathway construction paradigms in developmental biology. In contrast, in bioelectrical signaling it is a physiological event (e.g. a depolarization into a particular V mem range) that is causally responsible for a given patterning outcome. Whichever channel happens to drive the physiology in a tissue endogenously, it can be replaced (by evolution, or by an experimental manipulation) by a completely heterologous ion translocator that
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Prospects & Overviews .... achieves similar regulation of V mem . Thus, the informationbearing signal in many cases is neither the genetic identity of a particular channel or pump, nor its sequence or structure. A cell's V mem can be set at a particular level by many combinations of channels and pumps; conversely, a fixed set of expressed transporters can drive a cell to many different stable V mem levels depending on the cell's real-time history of physiological inputs that post-translationally gate channel and pump activity. The main lesson revealed by recent data is that it is the voltage change (a fundamentally biophysical property), not a specific gene product (genetic element), nor even a specific ion concentration (chemical), that ''codes for'' or induces a specific response in cell behavior or largescale patterning outcome.
The high degree of compensation and redundancy is the bad news: single-channel knockouts are rarely informative about the true role of V mem in patterning and its disorders, which is why the kinds of screens done to date have implicated only a few individual translocators in specific patterning phenotypes (Tables 1 and 2 ). Moreover, current profiling technologies do not capture physiological processes: any RNAi, morpholino, knockout, or microarray approach would have completely missed the earliest steps of left-right patterning, driven for eight hours by maternal proteins and the physics of electrophoresis in frog embryos [67] . The good news, however, is that any convenient transporter that induces the desired changes of V mem (by overcoming native cell conductances' activities) can be utilized during basic functional experiments or for regenerative interventions seeking to activate cell growth or pattern formation for biomedical applications [46] .
Conclusion
The most powerful future advances will fully integrate bioelectric signaling pathways with known genetic and biochemical cascades. Such progress will require an orderof-magnitude improvement in the sensitivity and spatial resolution of our tools for detection and control of bioelectrical properties in situ. The use of optogenetic lines of model species must be coupled with advances in physiological modeling, adapting the tools currently in use for understanding Figure 4 . Physiological profiling. A: Cells exhibiting very different expression profiles for ion transporter genes can be in similar physiological states (B), based on overlapping functions for the transporters. Lack of 1:1 mapping between expression of channels/pumps and physiological state (due to compensation by other family members and post-translational gating) means that important information about cell behavior is not captured by molecular-genetic analysis without physiological profiling. Nevertheless, transcriptional data can suggest hypotheses for functional validation: the GEO database [111] can be mined for ion channel/pump profiles, such as the increased expression of the Clic6 chloride channel during HSC maturation (C), and the changes in the expression of sodium channels during progression toward melanoma in skin cells (D).
....Pr ospects & Overviews M. Levin kidney and cornea [68] circuits to predictive control of developmental physiology. Increased quantitative understanding of how ion flows and physiological networks underlie changes in cell behavior will lead directly to intervention strategies, such as in vivo bioreactors [69] in which light stimuli and pharmacological cocktails [15, 70] can be delivered directly to damaged regions to provide exquisite spatio-temporal regulation of the bioelectric changes needed induce desired changes in growth and form.
A fundamental understanding of how the geometric shape of complex organs is stored in the real-time dynamics of electrically coupled cells awaits the application of existing tools from cellular automata [58] and dynamical systems [71] theories to tractable in vivo models of stable patterning in ion flow dynamics among cell groups. The rewards will be truly vast; for example such networks exhibit properties of hysteresis (memory) [64] , suggesting that all cells (not just neurons) could support the information-processing capabilities of neural networks [72] [73] [74] and the tantalizing possibility that some of this computational capacity could be directly used to make decisions during regulative morphogenesis. This would have important implications for understanding native highly adaptive, flexible, and robust patterning processes, as well as for capitalizing on electrically-mediated cellular computation for engineered tissues with novel regulatory functions. The ability to store and extract patterning information from living tissues will have transformative implications for advances in regenerative medicine, bioengineering, and synthetic biology.
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Box 2 Abbreviations and definitions
Bioelectricity: Long-term (lasting on the scale of minutes to days) ion flows, voltage gradients (transmembrane or trans-epithelial), and electric fields generated endogenously within living systems and mediating instructive information (serving as signals among cells and tissues) on top of their basic housekeeping functions. Ion translocator: A channel, pump, co-transporter, or gap junction protein complex that allows (passively) or forces (using energy against a concentration gradient) the movement of charged molecules across a biological membrane.
Morphogenesis:
The generation/unfolding of specific shapes, including not only the genetic networks that specify cell identity but all of the physical interactions required to build complex anatomical form. Physiological prepattern: Spatial heterogeneity in V mem across a cell field, with some groups of cells maintaining a different V mem than adjacent cells. These are maintained by patterns of gap junctional connectivity and ion channel function (not necessarily expression), and can determine the expression domains of regulatory genes much as gene expression patterns (e.g. Hox genes) determine subsequent anatomical patterning. Physiomics: Comprehensive profiling of real-time physiological states of living cells, including high resolution, quantitative state information on transmembrane potential (perhaps involving intracellular membranes as well as plasma membrane), and the content of major ion species within the cell. V mem : Voltage gradient (resting potential) across the plasma membrane of cells, measured in milliVolts, typically À10 to À90 mV with inside negative with respect to outside. A bioelectric signal is carried by V mem , not by a specific ion flux or by some other function of a given channel or pump, when the same downstream patterning response can be evoked by similar V mem changes arrived at by completely different physiological means (e.g. a change of chloride or potassium flux).
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